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Description
Sweepovac is fitted stationary vacuum that is inserted
in the void space underneath kitchen units or other
work units.
It provides an easy way to dispose of floor sweepings
quickly and conveniently.
When fitted in motorhomes and Caravans the addition
of an extendable 18ft (5.5m) hose increases the
functionality to an effective “Central Vac” for caravans.
Sweepovac is supplied with 3 disposable and one re-usable bag. These bags are specific to the
machine. Sweepovac contains a HEPA filter to ensure good air quality is maintained.

Electrical
It is supplied with a 10ft (3m) cable which plugs into a normal electrical outlet - 120V in the US and
220V-240V in the EU.
Fuse for EU models is 5 amp. Rating current for US 120 Volt model is 6 amp.
Motor power is 650 Watt. Max surge power is 720 Watt.
It is fitted with a micro switch behind the kick switch and a PCB board which controls the following
functions :
1 - Hit the switch and the machine comes on for 10 secs.
2 - Hold the switch in for 3 seconds and the machine comes on for 5 minutes.
3 - Hit the switch while the machine is on and it turns off.
4 - The ‘Bag Full” light will come on when the air pressure becomes restricted.

Fitting
To fit the Sweepovac a cut out is required.
A template is provided for this cut out :
Width 13 7/16 (342mm)
Height 3 11/16 (94mm)
The Sweepovac is screwed to the kick board
with 4 wood screws which are provided.
Once fitted the Sweepovac is plugged into a regular electrical outlet. Fitting time is between 15 and
30 minutes on average.
Exhaust: An air exhaust opening equal to 8” sq (50 cm sq) should be provided for in an area
adjacent to the Sweepovac at the rear or side of the cabinet, where cabinets are tight to the floor.

Whats included in the box
Sweepovac’s come in individual full colour boxes. Three units are packaged together into a larger
brown outer box.
Weight of the individual box: 8.8Lbs (4kg)
Weight of outer box containing 3 units: 30Lbs (14kg)
Each box contains:
1 Sweepovac.
1 10ft (3m) electrical power cable.
1 template for the cut out.
4 wood screws.
4 disposable bags.
1 Re-usable bag.
1 HEPA filter.
I manual in 5 languages - English, German, French, Spanish, Italian.

Bag Capacity
Bag capacity is 0.5 US gallons (1.8 Litres) and is sufficient to hold the sweepings from a large floor
area 800ft sq (720m sq) for 12 weeks.

Attachable Hose (sold separately)
The attachable hose extends from 6ft (1.5m) to 18ft (5.5m). It
comes with 3 attachments.
1 - A probe 10” (250mm) long.
2 - A floor cleaner - 6” (150mm) wide.
3 - An upholstery brush which slides on to the floor cleaner - 6”
(150mm) wide.
The hose is very easy to fold, handle and store.
Model – SVP SL

Additional product codes
Attachable hose including 3 tools: SVP SL H
Packet containing 3 disposable bags and 1 HEPA filter:
SL-DB
Packet containing 1 re-usable bag and 1 HEPA filter : SLRB

Specifications
Airflow = 0.9M3/s
Water lift - 14KPA
Efficiency -15%
Suction power - 90w

Certification

Decibels - 74-76 db

Sweepovac will have the following certifications
MET - USA and Canada
CE - EU and others
GS
CB
AUS & NZ
It will also be compliant with ROHS

Filter – HEPA - fine dust filter
Dust bag – 2 layer microfiber
bag + re-uasble cloth bag.

